Recent experimental studies of the multiplicity dependence of heavy quark (HQ) production in proton-proton collisions at 7 TeV showed a strong non-linear increase of the HQ multiplicity as a function of the charged particle multiplicity. We try to understand this behavior using the EPOS3 approach. Two issues play an important role: multiple scattering, in particular its impact on multiplicity fluctuations, and the collective hydrodynamic expansion. The results are very robust with respect to many details of the modeling, which means that these data contain valuable information about very basic features of the reaction mechanism in proton-proton collisions.
(a)
Recent experimental studies of the multiplicity dependence of heavy quark (HQ) production in proton-proton collisions at 7 TeV showed a strong non-linear increase of the HQ multiplicity as a function of the charged particle multiplicity. We try to understand this behavior using the EPOS3 approach. Two issues play an important role: multiple scattering, in particular its impact on multiplicity fluctuations, and the collective hydrodynamic expansion. The results are very robust with respect to many details of the modeling, which means that these data contain valuable information about very basic features of the reaction mechanism in proton-proton collisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although being very rare, high multiplicity events in high energy proton-proton collisions gained much attention in recent years, after discovering many features which look very much like the collective effects known from heavy ion collisions, in particular azimuthal anisotropies or the mass dependence of particle spectra. One usually studies effects as a function of the event activity, the latter one being typically the charged particle multiplicity, which takes the role of the "centrality" in heavy ion studies.
Recently, several experimental groups investigated the dependence of heavy quark production on the event activity, both for open and hidden charm or bottom. We will focus here on D meson production, where the term "D meson multiplicity" refers in the following to the average multiplicity of D + , D 0 and D * + . The ALICE collaboration found a quite unexpected result [1] as shown in fig. 1 : When plotting the D meson multiplicity versus the charged particle multiplicity, both divided by the corresponding minimum bias mean values, one obtains a dependence which is very significantly more than linear, the latter one indicated by the dotted line (referred to as "diagonal", meaning N D / N D = N ch / N ch ). The effect seems to be bigger for larger p t . Both D meson and charged particle multiplicity refer to central rapidities.
Trying to understand their data, the authors of [1] analyze simulations using PYTHIA 8.157. Taking only D mesons from the hard process, the dependence on the charged particle multiplicity N ch is even much less than linear, taking into account all contributions (in particular multiple scattering), the results are close to the diagonal, slightly below for small p t and slightly above for high p t . So multiple scattering seems to help, it goes into the right direction, but the simulations are still far from the data.
In [1], they also refer to a percolation approach [4] , which assumes that high-energy hadronic collisions are driven by the exchange of color sources between the projectile and target in the collision. These color sources have a finite spatial extension and can interact. In a high-density environment, the coherence among the sources leads to a reduction of their effective number. The source transverse mass determines its transverse size, and allows to distinguish between soft and hard sources. As a consequence, at high densities
Figure 1: (Color online) D meson multiplicities versus the charged particle multiplicity, both divided by the corresponding minimum bias mean values. The different symbols and the notations ND1, ND2, ND4, ND8 refer to different pt ranges: 1-2, 2-4, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , N ch refers to the charged particle multiplicity. the total charged-particle multiplicity, which originates from soft sources, is reduced. In contrast, hard particle production is less affected due to the smaller transverse size of hard sources. The percolation model predicts a faster-than-linear increase of heavy flavor relative production with the relative charged-particle multiplicity. However, there is no discussion the the p t dependence. In [1], they also show results from the multiple scattering approach EPOS3 [5] . It is a universal model, using the same scheme for pp, pA, and AA collisions, in particular a hydrodynamic expansion stage. It is shown in the paper, that EPOS without hydro get a slightly more than linear increase, with a strong enhancement when considering the hydro expansion. This is understood due to the fact that in case of hydrodynamical expansion, the multiplicity is considerably reduced compared to the case without.
Considering all these results, on may conclude (in a qualitative fashion): It seems that multiple scattering is crucial, without one would not even get close to a linear behavior. A second aspect seems to be important: A reduction of the charged particle multiplicity (rather than an increase of the D meson multiplicity) due to collective effects.
It is clear that the experimental observations are very interesting, and provide valuable insight into the very nature of the reaction mechanism in pp scattering, in particular in case of high event activity. So we try in this paper to provide a detailed analysis of the phenomenon in the EPOS3 framework. Two aspects provide the key to the understanding: Multiple scattering and collectivity.
II. A SHORT EPOS3 SUMMARY
EPOS3 [5] is a universal model in the sense that for pp, pA, and AA collisions, the same procedure applies, based on several stages:
Initial conditions. A Gribov-Regge multiple scattering approach is employed ("Parton-Based Gribov-Regge Theory" PBGRT [6] , see Fig. 2 ), where the elementary object (by definition called Pomeron) is a DGLAP parton ladder, using in addition a CGC motivated saturation scale [7] for each Pomeron, of the form Q s ∝ N partŝ λ , where N part is the number of nucleons connected the Pomeron in question, andŝ its energy. The parton ladders are treated as classical relativistic (kinky) strings.
Core-corona approach. At some early proper time τ 0 , one separates fluid (core) and escaping hadrons, including jet hadrons (corona), based on the momenta and the density of string segments (First described in [8] , a more recent discussion in [5] ). The corresponding energy-momentum tensor of the core part is transformed into an equilibrium one, needed to start the hydrodynamical evolution, see Fig. 3 . This is based on the hypothesis that equilibration happens rapidly and affects essentially the space components of the energymomentum tensor.
Viscous hydrodynamic expansion. Starting from the initial proper time τ 0 , the core part of the system evolves according to the equations of relativistic viscous hydrodynamics [5, 9] , where we use presently η/s = 0.08. A cross-over equation-of-state is used, compatible with lattice QCD [10, 11] .
Statistical hadronization. The "core-matter" hadronizes on some hypersurface defined by a constant temperature T H , where a so-called Cooper-Frye procedure is employed, using equilibrium hadron distributions, see [11] .
Final state hadronic cascade. After hadronization, the hadron density is still big enough to allow hadron-hadron rescatterings. For this purpose, we use the UrQMD model [12] .
The above procedure is employed for each event (event-by-event procedure). Whereas our approach is described in detail in [5] , referring to older works [6, 8, 11] , we confine ourselves here to a couple of remarks, to selected items. The initial conditions are generated in the Gribov-Regge multiple scattering framework. Our formalism is referred to as "Parton-Based GribovRegge Theory" (PBGRT) and described in very detail in [6] , see also [5] for all the details of the present (EPOS3) implementation. The fundamental assumption of the approach is the hypothesis that the S-matrix is given as a product of elementary objects, referred to as Pomerons. Once the Pomeron is specified (taken as a DGLAP parton ladder, including a saturation scale), everything is completely determined. Employing cutting rule techniques, one may express the total cross section in terms of cut and uncut Pomerons, as sketched in fig. 2 and uncut (solid lines) Pomerons, for nucleus-nucleus, proton-nucleus, and proton-proton collisions. Partial summations allow to obtain exclusive cross sections, the mathematical formulas can be found in [6] , or in a somewhat simplified form in [5] .
The above multiple scattering picture is used for pp, p-A, and A-A.
Based on the PBGRT approach, we obtain in high multiplicity pp collisions a large number of strings. The randomness of their transverse positions leads to asymmetric energy density distributions in the transverse plane at initial proper time τ 0 , as shown in the left upper plot of Fig. 3 , where we show the energy density of the core for a particular (typical) event at space-time rapidity η s = 0. In this example we observe an elongated (kind of elliptical) shape. The other plots in Fig. 3 show the proper time evolution of the system. Mainly due to the strong longitudinal expansion, the energy density values drop very fast. Also a transverse expansion is visible, leading first to a more symmetric shape, but then we see very clearly an expansion perpendicular to the principal axis of the initial distribution, reflecting a typical flow behavior, leading to non-zero harmonic flow coefficients and ridges in dihadron correlation functions (see [13] ).
Detailed studies of pt spectra and azimuthal anisotropies (dihadron corr., v n ) in pp and pA can be found in [5, 14] . All parameters have been fixed, there are no more free parameters concerning the calculation discussed in this paper.
III. HEAVY QUARK PRODUCTION IN EPOS3
Heavy quarks (Q) are produced during the initial stage, in the PBGRT formalism, in the same way as light quarks. We have several parton ladders, each one composed of two space-like parton cascades (SLC) and a Born process. The time-like partons emitted in the SLC or the Born process are in general starting points of time like cascades (TLC). In all these processes, whenever quark-antiquark production is possible, heavy quarks may be produced. We take of course into account the modified kinematics in case of non-zero quark masses (we use m c = 1.3, m b = 4.2). In fig. 4 , we show several possibilities of heavy quark production in parton ladders.
In the present work, no interactions between these initially produced heavy quarks and the fluid are considered. So all the D mesons are originating from these initial hard processes.
D meson production in the EPOS3 framework has been studied extensively, comparing to data and other calculation, in ref. [15] .
IV. CORRELATING D MESON AND CHARGED PARTICLE MULTIPLICITIES IN EPOS BASIC
As discussed in the introduction, we try to understand the dependence of the D meson multiplicity on the charged particle multiplicity, first for EPOS basic (without hydro). We study the case, where both multiplicities refer to central rapidities (|y| ≤ 0.5 for the D mesons, and |η| ≤ 1 for the charged particles). As shown in Tab. I, we use the variables N ch for the charged particle multiplicity, and N Di for the D meson multiplicities for different p t ranges. Experimental results exist as well for these particles individually, but they seem to be identical, within the error bars.
Before discussing the results of actual calculations, let us make some qualitative statements about what to expect from the basic element of the EPOS approach, namely multiple scattering. We have in each individual event a certain number of parton ladders (cut Pomerons), as shown in fig. 5 . Each ladder contributes (roughly, on the average) the same to both charged particle and charm production, so both corresponding multiplicities are proportional to the number N Pom of cut Pomerons:
which leads to a "natural" linear relation between the charged particle multiplicity N ch and the D meson multiplicities N Di (to first approximation). Although in reality, we will find some deviation from these first approximation results, we will use in the following nevertheless N Pom as reference.
In fig. 6 , we show the actual calculation of N Di versus N ch (in EPOS basic). Indeed a roughly linear increase is observed, as expected from eq. (1). Actually the increase is even more than linear! (in particular for large p t ).
A more than linear increase is nice (goes into the right direction compared to data), but difficult to understand, in particular when considering fig. 7 , where we plot charged and D meson multiplicities versus the Pomeron number N Pom . Here, D meson multiplicities (in particular at high p t ) increase less than N ch . How to understand a more than linear N D8 (N ch ) together with the fact that N D8 increases much less with N Pom than N ch ? Crucial for this discussion are fluctuations. There is certainly a strong correlation between N ch and N Pom , but it is not a one-to-one correspondence, as shown in a qualitative fashion in fig. 8 , where we plot the number of events as a function of N ch and N Pom . We see a ridge, which is narrow, but finite. This results in the fact that a fixed Pomeron number N Pom , which gives a particular N ch as mean value, and the average Pomerons number N * Pom for a fixed value N ch are not identical (N * Pom =N Pom , green and red arrows in the figure). Fig. (7) is therefore not really useful for discussing N Di (N ch ), we have to look more into the details.
We first define normalized multiplicities,
both for charged particles (n ch ) and D meson multiplicities (n Di ). In the following, we consider fixed values n * ch of normalized charged multiplicities. Consider the average normalized D meson multiplicity for the smallest p t range, for some given n * ch , referred to as n D1 (n * ch ) , which may be written as
with prob(N Pom , n ch * ) being the Pomeron number distribution at fixed n * ch , and n D1 (N Pom , n ch * ) the number of D mesons for fixed N Pom and n ch * . The latter two curves (as obtained from EPOS basic) are plotted in fig. 9 as a function of the Pomeron number N Pom (red and blue curve) together with the constant value of n ch * , indicated by the dotted line. In the range where the Pomeron distribution is non-zero, the function n D1 (N Pom , n ch * ) is roughly constant, and even close to the value n ch * . Using this (n D1 (N Pom , n ch * ) ≈ n ch * ), we get from eq. (3):
The result of the exact calculation is shown in fig.  10 as red point. Also shown is the complete curve n D1 (n ch ) as obtained from EPOS basic. Indeed, as indicated by eq. (4), we get an almost perfect linear increase. Now we will study the average normalized D meson multiplicity for the largest p t range, for some given n * ch , which may be expressed as well in terms of the Pomeron number distribution prob(N Pom , n ch * ) at fixed n * ch and the number n D8 (N Pom , n ch * ) of D mesons for fixed N Pom and n ch * , as
The two curves representing prob(N Pom , n ch * ) and n D8 (N Pom , n ch * ) are shown in fig. 11 . We see in the figure that n D8 (N Pom , n ch * ) increases strongly towards small N Pom with an inceasing slope. Let us compare the expression of eq. (5) with the corresponding sum (as a reference) where we use n D8 (N Pom , n ch * ) = n ch * , which would lead to n D8 (n * ch ) = n * ch . For large N Pom , the contribution to the sum in eq. (5) will be less than the reference case, but this is more than compensated at small N Pom . Therefore, we have
which is confirmed by the precise calculation shown in fig. 12 as red point. Also shown is the complete curve n D8 (n ch ) as obtained from EPOS basic. Indeed, as indicated by eq. (6), we get a more than linear increase. Let us summarize the main points of the preceding discussion:
The number of Pomerons fluctuates for given charged multiplicity.
The multiplicity N D8 of high transverse momentum D mesons increases strongly towards small N Pom for given multiplicity, which simply means that it is favored to produce high p t D mesons for fewer (and more energetic) Pomerons. This leads to a more than linear increase of the D meson multiplicity as a function of the charged particle one.
The effect is absent for low p t D mesons, which show a linear increase.
The results of our calculation agree qualitatively with the trend in the data, namely a more than linear increase, in particular for high transverse momentum D mesons. But the effect is actually too small, as seen in fig. 13 , where we plot the D meson multiplicities versus the charged particle multiplicity, both for our calculation and data from ALICE [1]. Figure 13 : (Color online) D meson multiplicities versus the charged particle multiplicity, both divided by the corresponding minimum bias mean values. The different symbols and the notations ND1, ND2, ND4, ND8 refer to different pt ranges: 1-2, 2-4, 4-8, 8-12 (in GeV), N ch refers to the charged particle multiplicity. We compare our calculation from EPOS basic (lines) to ALICE data (points).
V. THE INFLUENCE OF THE HYDRODYNAMICAL EVOLUTION
As seen in the previous chapter, we do see a more than linear increase of n Di (n ch ) in EPOS basic, but the effect is too small. But anyhow, EPOS basic (w/o hydro) reproduces neither spectra nor correlations, we have to consider the full approach, i.e. EPOS with hydrodynamical evolution (with or without hadronic cascade makes no difference). In fig. 14, we plot again the D meson multiplicities versus the charged particle, EPOS3 compared to data, but here we refer to the calulations based on the full EPOS model (with hydro). We see a significant non-linear increase, much more pronounced as in the case of EPOS basic (without hydro). How can we understand this increased nonlinearity, due to the hydrodynamical evolution? This is what we are going to discuss in the following.
In fig. 15 , we plot the average normalized multiplicities n ch and n Di as a function of the Pomeron number N Pom . We compare the results from EPOS basic and the full EPOS approach. As expected, for the D meson multiplicities the two calculations are identical, due to the fact that the hydrodynamical evolution does not affect D meson production. The situation is quite different concerning the charged particle multiplicities: Here, the multiplicities from full EPOS (including hydro) are considerably below the results from EPOS basic (without hydro). This makes a big effect, and leads to a significant nonlinear increase of the D meson multiplicities versus the charged particle multiplicity. But important to keep in mind:
Not the charm production is increased with increasing "collision activity" (Pomeron number), but the charged particle multiplicity is reduced when including a hydrodynamical expansion.
Why do we have such a multiplicity reduction due to the hydrodynamical evolution? To understand this, we compare in fig. 16 the transverse momentum spectra of charged particles for two different scenarios:
Particle production in a hydrodynamical scenario, as used in full EPOS, but with vanishing transverse flow, and Particle production from string fragmentation, as in EPOS basic.
It can be seen that at small transverse momentum the two scenarios give identical results (by accident). From this, we understand that in a full hydrodynamical scenario with a strong transverse flow, part of the available energy goes into flow rather than particle production, reducing the multiplicity.
VI. TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM DEPENDENCE
Why is the non-linearity of N Di (N ch ) more pronounced at high p t ? The naive expectation would be that the N ch reduction should affect all D meson p t ranges in the same way. But again we have to look more into the details.
We remember the arguments related to fig. 11 , where we plotted (for EPOS basic) the Pomeron number distribution prob(N Pom , n ch * ) at fixed charged multiplicity and the number n D8 (N Pom , n ch * ) of D mesons (large p t ) for given N Pom and n ch * , as a function of the Pomeron number N Pom . We could understand the non-linear increase of n D8 (n ch ) to be due to fluctuations of the Pomeron numbers for fixed n ch * in connection with a strong increase of n D8 (N Pom , n ch * ) towards small N Pom (D production is favored when having fewer but more energetic Pomerons). We shown in fig. 17 the same curves again (left plot) together with the corresponding curves for full EPOS (right plot). We use the same fixed value of charged particle multiplicity for the two scenarios (N * ch (f ull) = N * ch (basic) ), which leads to a somewhat bigger normalized multiplicity in case of full EPOS (n * ch (f ull) > n * ch (basic) ). We see that including hydro leads to a shift towards bigger values and a broadening of the Pomeron distribution. In addition, the curve n D8 (N Pom , n * ch ) crosses the constant n * ch line even above the maximum of the Pomeron number distribution. These two features enhance the effect (the non-linearity) observed already for EPOS basic. For small transverse momenta this "hydro-enhancement" of the effect is absent (we do not have any increase of n D1 (N Pom , n ch * ) towards small N Pom ).
VII. TAKING CHARGED PARTICLE MULTIPLICITY AT LARGE RAPIDITIES
We are still interested in the correlation of D meson and charged particle multiplicity, but here we consider the multiplicity at large pseudo-rapidities, namely in the intervals 2.8 < η < 5.1 and −3.7 < η < −1.7, which correspond to the Vzero detectors in ALICE. We refer to the corresponding multiplicity as "Vzero multiplicity" using the symbol N vz , and n vz for the normalized multiplicity. The multiplicity n ch at central pseudo-rapidities, discussed in the previous chapter, will be referred to as "central multiplicity". In fig. 18 , we plot the D meson multiplicity N D4 versus the Vzero multiplicity (red solid line) and versus the central muliplicity (blue dashed line). We show results from ALICE (left plot) and from full EPOS simulations (right plot). Clearly visible is the fact that (in both, data and simulation) the non-linear increase is considerably reduced in case of Vzero multiplicity compared to the central multiplicity. So it seems to matter whether the charged particle multiplicity is consider in the same rapidity range as the D meson multiplicity or not. How to understand this? Is there less "hydro effect" in case of the Vzero multiplicity? The answer is "no", as can be seen in fig. 19 . We see that also in the case of Vzero multiplicity, there is a strong suppression of the multiplicity when considering hydrodynamical flow. So the "flow effect" is the same for central and Vzero multiplicities.
But the flow effect is only half of the story, it increases a primary effect due to Pomeron number fluctuations. We therefore plot in fig. 20 , the Pomeron number distribution at fixed charged multiplicity and number of D mesons (large p t ) for fixed N Pom and fixed charged particle multiplicity, as a function of the Pomeron number N Pom for the two cases, namely "central multiplicity" (left) and and number of D mesons (large pt) for fixed NPom and fixed charged particle multiplicity (solid red lines) as a function of the Pomeron number NPom. The dotted line represents the constant charged particle multiplicity. We show results for the "central multiplicity" (left) and the "Vzero multiplicity" (right).
the "Vzero multiplicity" (right). Whereas n D8 increases strongly towards small N Pom in the case of "central multiplicity", the corresponding curve for the "Vzero multiplicity" (right plot) is almost flat, providing an essentially linear increase of n D8 (n vz ). The secondary effect due to the hydro evolution will provide some non-linearity, but less pronounced as compared to the case of central multiplicity, as seen in fig. 18 (right plot, blue dashed line). So the main difference between the case of "central multiplicity" (left) and the "Vzero multiplicity" is the fact that the latter is uncorrelated with respect to the D meson multiplicity.
VIII. SUMMARY
We analyzed the dependence of D meson multiplicities (in different p t ranges) on the charged particle multiplicity in proton-proton collisions at 7 TeV, using the EPOS3 approach. We find a nonlinear increase. Two issues play an important role: Multiplicity fluctuations due to multiple scattering (realized via multiple Pomerons), and the collective hydrodynamic expansion. Multiplicity fluctuations are important since in particular high p t D meson production at given (large) charged particle multiplicity is very much enhanced for small Pomeron numbers, which is responsible for the strong increase of the D meson production with multiplicity. In addition, the effect is amplified when turning on the hydrodynamical expansion, due to a reduction of the charged particle multiplicity with respect to the model without hydro. The nonlinearity is reduced when considering multiplicities at large pseudo-rapidities, not competing with D meson production. Our results are very robust with respect to many details of the modeling (and not just specific to EPOS3), they essentially depend on very basic features of the reaction mechanism in proton-proton collisions, namely having multiple scattering and a multiplicity reduction due to collective effects. The data discussed in this paper contain therefore valuable information.
